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Ch. 5.3 Anticipation Guide 
From Protest to Rebellion 

Directions: Before Reading, read the following statements and put a T next to the statements you feel are true, and an F 

next to the ones you believe are false. You are making predictions before reading. Then read pages 150 - 153. Find the 

evidence that proves your statement correct or the evidence that disproves your prediction. Go back and change your 

answers and record your evidence. Under EVERY statement you must make note of where you found your evidence. 

 Ex: 150 - 2 (Page# & Paragraph) 

 

_____ 1. The colonists were content with British policies in the 1770s. 

 

_____ 2. Parliament repealed all the Townshend duties, except the tax on tea. 

 

_____ 3. In order to help the British East India Company Parliament passed a tax on tea called the Tea Act. 

 

_____ 4. The Tea Act changed the price of tea in the colonies. 

 

_____ 5. The Tea Act angered the colonists because it created a tea selling monopoly in the colonies. 

 

_____ 6. Many colonial merchants sold a variety of teas. 

 

_____ 7. The Tea Act was a tax on tea. 

 

_____ 8. The Sons of Liberty prevented any tea from being unloaded in the colonies. 

 



_____ 9. A large group of the Sons of Liberty snuck onto ships in Boston to dump 342 cases of tea into the 

harbor.  

 

_____ 10. The King wanted the people of Massachusetts punished for the Tea Party. 

 

_____ 11. The Intolerable Acts were a nickname for four laws passed by Parliament to punish Boston for the 

Tea Party. 

 

_____ 12. The Quebec Act changed Canada's borders and prevented colonists from moving west. 

 

_____ 13. The Committees of Correspondence is responsible for organizing the First Continental Congress.  

 

_____ 14. All of the colonies sent representatives to the First Continental Congress. 

 

_____ 15. Congress made five decisions or calls to action at its first meeting. 

 

_____ 16. Minutemen were colonists trained to stand up the British use of force to restore its authority. 

 

_____ 17. The Massachusetts governor sent troops to capture a stockpile of weapons hidden in a small town 

outside Boston. 

 

_____ 18. Two colonial men warned the countryside when they saw the signal that the British troops were on 

the move. 

 

_____ 19. The British soldiers fired first upon the Minutemen in Lexington killing 8 Americans. 

 

_____ 20. The shot heard around the world was the start of the American Revolution. 


